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ABSTRACT
Research on cavitation flow in thermosensitive
conditions is important since the thermodynamic
effects are too strong to ignore. Due to the limitation
of the measurement technology, and the difficulties
of experiments, experimental dynamic results and
field results are few. Numerical simulation research
is needed to provide more results of thermosensitive
conditions and more information on the flow field.
This paper focuses on both the experimental and
numerical study of the cavitation flows in a specific
Venturi structure with particular emphasis on the
dynamic evolution and the thermodynamic effects. A
blow-down type water tunnel is built to conduct
experiments with water in a wide range of water
temperatures and the high-speed photography of the
upper side avoids the misjudgement of cavitation
break-off caused by the cavity superposition
spanwise. For comparison, working conditions same
as the experiments are numerically investigated.
Good agreements are obtained between the
experimental measurements and the numerical
results, including the area of cavitation and its
frequency. A corrected ZGB cavitation method is
used and different turbulence models are compared.
k-ε model better simulates the cavitation structure in
this research. Results also show that the mean
cavitation length/cavitation area decreases when the
kappa number increases and the thermodynamic
effects parameter increases, which means the
thermodynamic effects suppress the cavitation flow
and the cavitation-related pressure recovery is
reduced. Also, the cavitation is more stable and the
collapse and rebound processes of cavity clouds and
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clusters at the Venturi throat are less violent in larger
Σ. Stronger thermodynamic effects are observed at a
higher temperature.
Keywords: Cavitation flow; Thermodynamic
effects; Venturi

NOMENCLATURE
cp
[J/(gK)] isobaric heat capacity
f
[Hz]
frequency
[-]
mass fraction
fv
H
[m]
height
L
[kJ/kg] latent heat
[m]
length of cavity cloud
Lcav
P
[Pa]
pressure
[Pa]
atmosphere
Pa
T
[K]
temperature
u
[m/s] velocity
vf
[m/s] volume fraction
[cm2/s] liquid thermal diffusivity
αl
[-]
pressure recovery coefficient
κ
λ
[W/(m·K)]
thermal conductivity
[m2/s] kinematic viscosity
νl
ρ
[kg/m3] density
Σ
[-]
thermodynamic parameter
σ
[-]
cavitation number
Subscripts and Superscripts
l
liquid phase
v
vapour phase
in
at the inlet of the Venturi
out
at the outlet of the Venturi
th
at the throat of the Venturi
∞
free-stream
m
mixture
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1. INTRODUCTION
A large number of research studies have focused
on the cavitation flows in fluid machinery such as
turbines and pumps [1,2]. Cavitation flow is formed
by the rapid pressure change in the working liquid,
which will lead to the formation of small cavities in
places where the local pressure is lower than the
saturated vapor pressure. Its occurrence sometimes
brings negative impacts such as structural vibration,
pressure fluctuations, and performance deterioration.
Phase change and heat transfer exist when cavitation
occurs, which reduces the temperature at the bubble
wall and generates a thermal boundary layer around
the bubble. The decrease in temperature reduces the
saturated vapor pressure of the surrounding liquid,
thereby affecting the subsequent growth and collapse
of cavitation bubbles and changing the cavitation
flow. This process describes the thermodynamic
effects of cavitating flow [3,4].
In some special scenes, cryogenic liquids are
used as working liquids work and work under
thermosensitive conditions. For example, liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen are fuels of some liquid
rockets. When fuels flow through the inducer of the
turbine in a liquid rocket engine, cavitation is
inevitable. Cavitation may also occur in LNG
transportation. The thermodynamic effects are too
strong to be ignored for fluids working under
thermosensitive conditions [5]. Therefore, the
thermodynamic effects of cavitation must be
considered in cryogenic applications. However,
experimental research on such low-temperature
cavitation flow is difficult. Hence it is necessary to
carry out numerical simulation research when
studying the cavitation flow of working fluids in
thermosensitive conditions.
Considering the complexity of flow conditions
in hydraulic machinery, some researchers conduct
research on the characteristics of cavitation flow in a
C-D nozzle (Venturi), which is one of the typical
cavitation flows [6-8]. And its different cavitation
patterns, including supercavitation, cloud cavitation,
and sheet cavitation are produced by changing the
cavitation number σ or the pressure recovery number
κ if the thermodynamic effects are neglected [9,10].
p −p
σ = ref 2v
(1)
0.5 ρV
p −p
κ= 1 v
(2)
p1 − p2
While for other thermosensitive conditions,
parameter of thermdynamic effets
ρ 2 L2
(3)
Σ= 2 v
ρl c pl T∞ α l
is defined by Brennen [11] to estimate the
thermodynamic effects of cavitation, which depends
only on the fluid temperature and the physical
properties of the liquid.

Both experimental and numerical research of
Venturi cavitation flow on thermosensitive
conditions have lasted decades. In terms of the
experimental research, Petkovšek et al. [12,13],
Zhang et al. [14], and Ge et al. [15] conducted
cavitation experiments on a Venturi with hot water.
Watanabe et al. [16] analyzed the cavitation length
and the cavitation instability in HFE liquid. Ohira et
al. [17], Zhu et al. [18] Wei et al. [19], and Chen et
al. [20,21] conducted experiments using LN2. In the
above study of typical cavitation flow considering
thermodynamic effects, some experimental results
are inconsistent with the theory that thermodynamic
effects inhibit the development of cavitation, and
there is a lack of comprehensive and systematic
experimental research, resulting in the unclear
influence of thermodynamic effects on the averaged
and dynamic characteristics of the cavitation flow.
As for the numerical study, some research works
didn’t change the cavitation model and the
thermodynamic effects of cavitation is considered by
solving the energy equation and updating the
physical properties of the fluid or calibrating the
empirical coefficients [22,23]. The characteristic that
the saturated vapor pressure of the working fluid is
very sensitive to the temperature change is not
considered enough in these cases. And some other
research works further correct the saturated vapor
pressure expression terms in the cavitation model
and use B-factor [5,24] to estimate the temperature
drop due to cavitation [25,26]. In such cases, the
universality of B-factor still needs to be verified [22].
Last, some researchers corrected the evaporation and
condensation source terms in the cavitation model
[27,28]. The assumption in such kind of research is
closer to the actual process of cavitation
development. Among these studies, the correction
method based on the ZGB cavitation model has
better applicability and higher efficiency than others,
which assumes that all the latent heat near the bubble
wall is used for the evaporation process. However,
due to the lack of systematic experiments, the
existing studies mostly use the average
characteristics of experiments obtained in the early
stage [29] for simulation verification. Therefore, the
simulation study of Veturi cavitation flow
considering the thermodynamic effects need to be
further carried out and compared with the
experimental results to verify the effectiveness of the
numerical simulation methods.
In short, some results of experimental research
contradict each other. Numerical study on the
effectiveness of the numerical simulation methods in
the dynamic characteristics prediction of cavitation
flow needs to be further investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
It is found that when the cavitation number or
thermodynamic parameter of the same liquid
changes singly, the initial cavitation number when
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the flow changes from non-cavitation to visible
cavitation is different [30,31]. There is also no
obvious change rule or trend. Even if the working
fluid has been fully degassed before the experiment,
the increase of cavitation nuclei in the liquid cannot
be eliminated as experiments proceed. With the
development of the experiment, the cavitation nuclei
in the liquid increase, and the cavitation is more
likely to occur, resulting in the gradual increase of
the initial cavitation value. Considering that it is hard
to control the influence of nuclei on cavitation flow
in a circulating water tunnel, a blowdown-type
cavitation tunnel is used in this experiment to reduce
the influence of nuclei as much as possible through
fully degassing pre-treatment. The blowdown-type
cavitation tunnel uses the pressure difference
between the two liquid storage tanks to drive the
working fluids to flow through the experimental
section, so the flow rate is gradually reduced in a
single experiment.
The schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The
working fluid (degassed water in this paper) is stored
in the upstream tank (150 liters). Driven by the
differential pressure, it will flow along with the
turbine flowmeter, honeycomb structure, contraction
section, experimental section, expansion section,
pneumatic valve, and finally to the downstream tank
(30 liters). The upstream tank is designed larger to
obtain a more stable upstream pressure and the
downstream tank keeps open during the experiment,
which makes each experiment last more than 30
seconds. Figure 2 shows the pressure change in the
tanks during an example condition. As shown in the
enlarged view, the pressure difference changed about
3% in 1 s and 0.6% in 0.1s. Also, the characteristic
time scale in our experiments was <0.04 s. Therefore,
cavitation events in 0.1 s were thought to be quasisteady and we use the averaged values of pin, pout, and
T during 0.1 s when calculating the κ and Σ. Two
tanks are both connected to a vacuum pump and an
air compressor to realize independent pressure
regulation in the range of 0.03-0.8 MPa. Two 3 kW
heating rods and a PT100 thermal resistance are
installed in the upstream tank. Before experiments,
the PID control system can be used to adjust and
stabilize the temperature (290-360 K) of the water in
the tank.

Figure 1. Schematic of the blowdown-type
cavitation tunnel

Figure 2. Pressure difference at pin=230 kpa,
pout=100 kpa, and T=292 K
The honeycomb section, contraction, and
expansion section are used to prevent flow separation
and make the inflow of Venturi uniform. The
experimental section is a contraction-diffusion
Venturi made of plexiglass material. The specific
size and structure are shown in Fig. 3. The inlet and
outlet are 10×10 mm square sections and the throat
height Hth is 5 mm. The constriction angle and
divergent angle of the Venturi are 18 º and 8 º
respectively. A variety of cavitation types can be
generated by using this experimental apparatus.

Figure 3. Detailed drawing of the convergentdivergent Venturi section
To capture the detailed characteristics of
cavitation flow, the front and upper sides of the
experimental section will be photographed by a highspeed camera (Phantom v2012). A specially
designed mirror system shown in Fig. 4 enables the
cameras to shoot both sides horizontally in front.
Then, the high-speed photography of the upper side
avoids the misjudgement of cavitation break-off
caused by the superposition effect of spanwise
cavitation. It is shooting at 10,000 fps, with a spatial
resolution 1024 ×512 pixels, and an exposure time
2 μs.

Figure 4. Schematic of the mirror system
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The temperature of the incoming flow is
measured with a Pt100 sensor with an uncertainty
±0.05 K. Pressure sensors are located in the two tanks,
and before and after the Venturi section, with a
measurement range of 0-1 MPa and uncertainty of
±0.025% FS. Two additional high-frequency
dynamic pressure sensors are positioned respectively
20 mm and 50 mm downstream of the Venturi throat.
They are all synchronous triggered.

3. NUMERICAL METHODS AND SETUP
3.1. Numerical setup
The computation domain is shown in Fig 5. The
applied construction and dimensions of the Venturi
in the simulations are consistent with that in the
experiments. The height Hin=Hout=10 mm, and Hth=5
mm. Angles of the C-D square nozzle are α1=18º and
α2=8º respectively. The distance between the inlet
and the Venturi throat is 10Hin, which is consistent
with the position of the pressure and temperature
measuring points at the experimental inlet, and the
outlet is appropriately extended, which is 35Hin from
the Venturi throat.

Wall function varied with the turbulence model.
Schlable wall function is used when the turbulence
model is k-ε, and RNG k-ε. Enhanced wall treatment
is used for SST k-ω. Because Schlable wall function
adds limit to force Standard wall functions to use
logarithmic law when y+ are too small and the same
grid is used for all the models. The first boundary
grid layer is set located in a viscous sublayer,
required by SST k-ω. Therefore, local grid
refinements to the boundary layers were applied at
the walls and the thickness of the first grid is
specified as 6×10-5 mm with a size growth ratio of 1.2.
The maximum y+ on the diverging wall is about 2 in
steady simulations. The grid around the Venturi
contraction and diffusion is shown in Fig. 6.
In order to resolve the real transient evolution of
cavitating flow, the time step needs to be set as
1.25×10-6 s (which is equivalent to Hth/200Uth).
However, to save the computational resources, it is
set as 5×10-6 s when we found the results changed
little. The Courant number C = uΔt/Δs < 1 (where u,
Δt, and Δs are the characteristic flow velocity, the time
step size, and typical cell size, respectively). Second
order backorder Euler upwind is chosen as transient
scheme. The transient simulation was started from a
steady case. Simulation convergence was achieved
when the residual error was lower than 10-6, or the
variation of the operational parameter inlet pressure
pin was below 0.01%.

Figure 5. Computation domain

3.2 Governing equations

Because the experimental results mainly show
the two-dimensional characteristics, it is set as a twodimensional model with only one layer of the grid in
the spanwise direction (the spanwise width is 1mm).
water in specific temperature was used as the
working fluid at the inlet. Its uniform velocity at the
inlet of the upstream channel and constant pressure
at the outlet of the downstream channel were chosen
as the boundary conditions. To control the κ, the inlet
velocity is adjusted to obtain the specific pin. The
sidewall of the computation domain is set as the
symmetrical boundary condition. And “No-slip”
conditions were imposed on all the other stationary
walls.

Numerical simulations of cavitating flow in this
paper are established based on the three-dimensional
compressible Navier–Stokes equations. The
homogeneous mixture model is chosen. The
conservation equations of mass, momentum, and
energy are as follows [32]:
Continuity equation

∂ρ m ∂ ( ρ mu j )
0
+
=
∂t
∂x j

(4)

Momentum equation

∂(ρ u u )
∂
( ρmui ) + m i j
∂t
∂x j
=−

∂p
+ ∇τ ij + S
∂xi

(5)

 ∂u ∂u  2 ∂u 
=
τ ij µeff  i + j  − δ ij k 
 ∂x j ∂xi  3 ∂xk 
Energy equation

Figure 6. Mesh of C-D square nozzle and its
refinement
Structured grid systems were developed by
using commercial software ICEM-CFD in this study.
The simulations were conducted in ANSYS CFX.

∂ ( ρ m c pT )
∂t

+

∂
( ρ m u j c pT )
∂x j

(6)

= ∇ ⋅ ( keff ∇T ) + S E
S , µeff , keff , S E represent respectively, the source
item generated by volume force or user-defined,
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effective
viscosity,
the effective
thermal
conductivity, the volumetric heat sources, and the
volume fraction of the vapor phase.

3.4. Cavitation model
The cavitation model is important in cavitation
numerical simulation. At present, the widely used
transport equation model is based on the
homogeneous mixture model. The mass conversion
between two phases is characterized by the
evaporation source term m + and the condensation
source term m − . The volume fraction or mass
fraction of two phases in the flow process is obtained
by solving the transport equation. The expressions of
two typical transport equations are as follows:
∂ ( ρ lα l )

+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρlα l u=
) m + + m −
∂t
(7)
∂ρ m f v

+
−
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρ m f v u=
) m + m
∂t
Zwart-Gerber-Belamri (ZGB) cavitation model
derived from the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [33] is
mainly used in numerical simulations. In the
derivation process, the temperature change is not
considered, and the influence of surface tension and
viscosity are both ignored. The expression of
transport source term is as follows:
p ≤ pv (T∞ )

3α nuc ρv (1 − α v ) 2 ( pv (T∞ ) − p )
3ρl
RB

m − = Cvap
p > pv (T∞ )
m + = Ccond

3α v ρv
RB

(8)

2 ( p − pv (T∞ )
,
3
ρl

where α nuc and RB are the volume fraction of
non-condensable gas and the mean radius of bubble
separately. Cvap and Ccond are empirical constant.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Image post-processing
There develops an attached cavity cloud at the
throat of the Venturi. The mean area or length of such
a cavity cloud and its oscillation are important
parameters for quantitative analysis. For cloud
cavitation, the cavity cloud grows larger and longer
at first, then a large part of the cloud breaks off at the
position near the throat, and finally, the remaining
part grows again. The length and its oscillation
frequency can be obtained from image postprocessing of high-speed video.
The same image post-processing method in
Reference [14] is conducted in the present research
to estimate the mean length of attached cavitation
Lcav ,the mean cavitation area Acav and frequency f.
The first step is choosing a background image that is
a non-cavitating condition and using it to normalize
the instantaneous image intensity distribution I of
each frame. Thus calculate the ‘grey-level’ of (I-I0)/I0
for each pixel. All the frames of the video which
contain several cavity cloud circles are processed as
above, then mean values and standard deviations are
determined. Suppose that black (grey-level=0) is
totally liquid and white is contrast, Acav is integrated.
The position of the cavity cloud closure is then
located where the standard deviation of the grey level
reaches its maximum value. Assume that the mean
values and the standard deviations did not change
significantly when more than 5000 images were
analyzed [7]. The mean cavitation length Lcav is
measured from the Venturi throat to the closure line
with an uncertainty of <2%. Frequency f is got from
the FFT results of the average value of the 10×10
pixels region shown in Fig. 7(b).

Take thermodynamic effects into consideration,
a modified model is also applied [28,34,35]:
p ≤ pv (T )

3α ρ (1 − α v )
m − =
Cvap nuc v
RB

 2 ( Pv (T ) + Pturb − P ) ρl C pl λl (T∞ − T ) 


−
 3

ρl
ρv L t


3α v ρv
+
p > pv (T )
m =
Ccond
RB

(9)



 2 ( Pv (T ) + Pturb − P ) − ρl C pl λl (T∞ − T ) 

 3
ρl
ρv L t



3.3. Turbulence model
Several turbulence models are chosen to
compare in this paper, such as SST k-ω, k-ε, and
RNG k-ε, which are the extensive application of the
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes-based models in
simulating the cavitating flow.

Figure 7. Image post-processing [cited from
Reference 14]

4.2. Numerical validation with
experiments
The averaged cavitation area of simulation
results is calculated by the equation:

1 ∆ 
(10)
Acav =
 ∑ α i , j (t )Vi , j (t ) ,
∑
W ∆t t =0  i , j
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where ai,j and Vi,j represent the volume fraction and
volume of a grid cell, respectively. W and Δt
represent the spanwise width of the computational
model and the time length for time averaging,
respectively.
As preliminary tests, steady simulations using
five mesh systems were carried out to find out the
plausible number of grids. Uniform velocity at the
inlet uth is 20.02 m/s and constant pressure at the
outlet of the downstream channel pout is 100 kPa here.
The results are shown in Fig. 8: Acav becomes almost
constant when the number of grids is greater than
2.29×105. Therefore, the mesh system with a
3.75×105 grid is chosen for the following simulation.
Table 1 shows the comparison of averaged
cavitation area Acav and frequency f between the

decrease of the pressure difference, the velocity at
the throat decreases, and the type of cavitation
undergoes a transition from supercavitation (Fig.
9(a)), to cloud cavitation (Fig. 10), and finally to
sheet cavitation (Fig. 9(b)). Supercavitation occurs at
the beginning, with the largest flow velocity at the
throat and the smallest κ. On this condition, the
cavitation is fully developed, and the cavitation area
exceeds the visualization window. At last of the
experiment, it becomes to sheet cavitation. Under
this condition, the length of the attached cavity cloud
changes very little, and its shape is relatively stable.

transient-flow simulations and experimental results.
Simulation results with different turbulence models
are also compared. It shows that simulation results
with SST k-ω model and k-ε model have less than 2%
error in Acav and k-ε model has only 1.15% error in f
with the results of the experiments. It shows that the
structure of Venturi cavitation flow is better
predicted by the present simulation with the k-ε
model. Therefore, it is chosen for further simulations.

Figure 9. (a) super cavitation κ=1.31;(b) sheet
cavitation κ=5.40 (T=292 K, Σ=3.43)
As for cloud cavitation, there exists a periodic
shedding phenomenon. As shown in Fig. 10, the
cavitation can be regarded as two parts of attached
cavity cloud and detached cavity clouds/clusters. The
length of the attached cavity cloud increases
continuously until the fracture occurs near the throat,
and then detached cavity clouds/clusters will fall off
downstream. Subsequently, the attached cavity cloud
regenerates, and its length will grow further as the
cavitation develops. While the detached cavity
clouds/clusters continue to move downstream and
finally collapse.

Figure 8. Grid independence test at uth=20.02
m/s, pout=100 kPa, T=292 K (steady simulation)
Table 1. Comparison between simulations and
experiments at uth=20.02 m/s, pout=100 kPa,
T=292 K (transient simulation)
Acav :

Experiment
Acav

(mm2)
f
(Hz)

30.38

303.3

Acav : Simulation

SST k-ω
k-ε
RNG k-ε
SST k-ω
k-ε
RNG k-ε

30.87
30.74
28.93
294.0
299.8
318.9

Error
(%)
1.61
1.18
4.77
3.07
1.15
5.14

Figure 10. Evolution of cloud cavitation at T=292
K, Σ=3.43, κ=1.85 (results of experiment and
transient-flow simulation)

4.3. The cavitating Venturi flow

4.4. Influence on mean characteristic

Set the pressure of the upstream tank to 300 kPa,
and the downstream tank is open. As mentioned
before, cavitation will occur at the throat of the
venturi and develop downstream after opening the
valve. In one blowdown experiment, with the

According to the definition of Σ, which is used
to characterize the degree of the cavitation
thermodynamic effects, it is only related to the
temperature/physical properties of the working
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liquid. Therefore, when experiment conducted at the
same temperature, Σ keeps almost the same, while
kappa number κ changes. Results in Fig. 11 show the
mean area of cavitation (simulation results) and
mean length (experimental results) decreases with
the increase of κ. Results in Fig. 12 show that they
also decrease with the increase of Σ or temperature.
At a larger Σ, the cavitation is more stable and the
collapse and rebound processes of cavity clouds and
clusters at the Venturi throat are less violent in our
experiments.

cavitation flow and the cavitation-related pressure
recovery is reduced.
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